


TASK: 
Visit the Pattern & Print exhibition at the Devonport Regional Gallery     

between 11th June– 17th July 2021. While visiting pay close attention to 

the patterns that are on the fabric.  

Create a collagraph plate and print it in repetition to create a pattern. 



Some Patterns 

on the fabric in 

the Pattern & 

Print exhibition. 



YOU WILL NEED: 
• Cardboard or mount board 

• PVA glue or glue gun 

• Various materials with texture 

such as: straws, fabric, paddle 

pop sticks, yarn, twine, thin wire, 

skewer sticks, bubble wrap,    

corrugated cardboard, buttons 

• Ink or paint 

• Paintbrush or foam roller 

• Paper to print on 

• Rolling pin 

• Newspaper 



Introduced in 1955, collagraphy is a 

print making process where textured 

materials are applied to board, which 

is then inked up and prints are taken.  

Texture refers to the surface feel of any       

material/ object or thing. We use words to   

describe texture such as rough, smooth, silky, 

shiny, fuzzy or any other word that describes 

how something feels to touch. What words 

would you use to describe the collagraph  

below? 



You might like to 
do a themed print 

such as the       
example on the 

left with a      
different            

botanical theme 
on each tile that       

repeats in a 
pattern. Or you 
could do simple 

geometric shapes 
repeating such as 
the collagraph on 

the right.  



This collagraph print has been repeated to achieve a pattern. A 
simple variation in colour adds interest to the pattern.  

This collagraph pattern has been achieved using only two colours 
and printing the tile over and over.  



STEP 1:  
Think about the material you would like to incorporate into your collagraph tile and 

what printed textures they might create. If you want to and you have enough material 

you can create test prints of different materials to see what you like and want to use.  

 



STEP 2:  
When you have decided on the materials you would like to use in your collagraph,    

arrange them onto your board and glue down well using PVA glue or glue gun. If using 

the PVA glue you will need to leave it overnight at least to dry before printing.             

Remember you can create a few different tiles that you can print in a pattern, or just 

one repeated to create a pattern. 

I laid out some different textures over my background texture first to 
make sure they would fit, then I glued them down using plenty of PVA 
glue. I put them under a heavy flat weight to dry over night (make sure 
that it doesn't get stuck to the weight!) 



Here are the four different        

texture tiles (collagraph plates) I 

made for printing. I tried to use as 

many different textures as I 

could. I also included some      

natural material such as the leaf I 

found in my garden. I made 

some of them very simple so I 

can print them into a pattern. 

*Remember, it doesn't matter 

what it looks like at this stage in 

regards to colour, it will print up 

differently to what it looks like 

now. You will end up with a 2D 

(flat) print of the surface           

textures.) 



STEP 3:  
Once all of your glue is dry on your collagraph board,  

its time to print!  

Using a foam roller or paint brush, apply some ink or paint (you 

might want to mix up the colour you want on a plate first) onto 

your collagraph board. Make sure you put down some       

newspaper or a drop sheet first! 



STEP 4:  
Put your inked up collagraph board onto a clean surface such as sheet of fresh       

newspaper. Carefully line up your paper with your collagraph board so it will print 

where you want it to and use the rolling pin to carefully apply even pressure and roll 

across the entire surface. It may take a couple of goes to get it right. Experiment.   

*Be careful as you work not to get dirty paint fingers on your clean paper! 

After inking up put on some clean newspaper 
before printing! 



STEP 5:  
Repeat the printing process. Apply more paint between each print. Work cleanly so 

you don’t get paint on your clean paper.  

* If you want to repeat your pattern on a piece of paper and are having trouble lining 

it up, try putting your piece of paper down first then put the inked up collagraph board 

on your paper. Lay it down ink side down and roll over it with the rolling pin.  



STEP 6:  
Repeat step 3-5 as much as you wish 

until you are happy with your results. 

You can change paint colours or     

apply more paint or not, it’s entirely 
up to you. You might want to           

experiment with different effects you 

can get with the amount of paint on 

your board or adding areas of          

different colour on your board. 



STEP 7:  
Continue to experiment with printing and repeating patterns until to achieve some     

results that you are happy with. Now you have an understanding of how your            

collagraph tile looks and the printing process, you might like to so one final larger 

piece, or print onto some fabric.  





My repeated printed pattern.  



My leaf collagraph print 
pattern 



STEP 8: SHARE YOUR RESULTS  
Send in pictures of your collagraph      

creations to share with our community to 

art.gallery@devonport.tas.gov.au 


